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Hydrogen Denmark's members cover the entire value chain for 
hydrogen and PtX



The Danish potential for hydrogen & PtX
is tremendous 
The world-leading capabilities on both renewable energy and

PtX-technologies make Denmark a global frontrunner



We are on the threshold of a
green, industrial revolution
The devolpment is driven by the strong,
Danish hydrogen and PtX industry



20 active hydrogen projects

Green Fuels for DK  

1.3 GW

HØST -

1GW

Greenlab Skive  -

250MW Green Hydrogen Hub -

1GW 

H2RES -

2MW

Blue Seal - 50 

MW

Green CCU Hub Aalborg -

100MW 

HySynergy -

300MW

Green HyScale -

100MW

HyBalance -

1,2MW

REDDAP -

10MW

Eurowind Mariagerfjord Kommune 1 - 35MW

Eurowind Mariagerfjord Kommune 2 - 50MW 

H2 Energy Europe  

1.3GW

HRS Aalborg  -

0,3MW

Brande-Flø

Hydrogen

0,4 MW 

Strandmøllen -

0,5MW

HOBRO

AALBORG

SKIVE

ESBJERG

VIBORG -

HOBRO

AVEDØRE HOLME

Linde/Aabenraa Havn-

100MW

European Energy -

12MW

Europa Seaways - 23MW
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The industry is realising the potential

6+ GW



This means thousands of new jobs 
in a new industry and energy sector
New jobs, export and economic growth in Denmark and globally
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Market value for technology export in 2030

Billion DKK

Danish market share

A 15-20% Dansh market share of

the EU's 40 GW electrolysis-

capacity is estimated to represent

an export value of 4-33 billion DKK.

In comparison: today Danish

companies' export within green

technologies and services is worth

90 billion DKK.  

Source: Brint i Tal,

Hydrogen Denmark, 2021.
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Market value for energy export 2030

Billion DKK

GW capacity for export

A capacity of 3-4 GW dedicated to

export of green hydrogen has an

estimated value of 1.7-3.5 billion DKK

In comparison: the Danish export of

fossil gas was worth 1.5 billion DKK.

Source: Brint i Tal, Hydrogen

Denmark, 2021.



Green alternatives for fossil 
energy are imperative
This is a matter of urgency in dealing with the climate crisis,
al well as in ensuring energy independence, job creation and
new growth markets



Danish technology can help
decarbonise Europe
Gas-grid, industry, transport, agriculture and other hard-to-abate
sectors can be decarbonized with green hydrogen



Renewable energy
outside the
electricity grid
Hydrogen substituting fossil gas
easing European dependency



Ukraine was central in the European transition,

now we must deliver for them
Ukraine was key in the European transition as the country was set to

contribute to the 40GW outside the EU by 2030. Given the atrocious

war the need for fossil independence has become a matter of absolute urgency.  

We must do more faster to deploy VE-based Hydrogen solutions.



But in the long run, it is our 
switch to renewables and 
hydrogen that will make us 
truly independent. 
President Von der Leyen, March 1st 2022 



of the European gas grid

can be used for hydrogen96%



Hydrogen and PtX for transportation
is a vital part of the green transition
Hydrogen and hydrogen based fuels can shift all parts of the

transport sector to green fuels



Hydrogen and PtX fuels ensures efficient 
utilisation of renewable energy



Hydrogen and PtX can ease the
dependence on fossil fuels
Hydrogen and PtX can not only decarbonise land-based transport

but also shipping and aviation



This requires investments and a massive
scale-up in production
If Denmark is to realise the potential for hydrogen and PtX we need to act now:

investments, scale-up and a strategy for industrialisation and export



The basis of the potential is enough 
renewable energy
We need a massiv expansion in the Danish production of renewable

energy to ensure both direct and indirect electrification



Expanding renewable energy and
electrolysis capacity rapidly
Speed is of the essence for both the planned expansion of renewable energy,

new projects and the implementation of national electrolysis goal 



We have the capacity and the capabilities
to play a key-role in the global transition
But we must act now!



Denmark can become the epicenter
of the green industrialisation
Buidling on the heritage from the wind turbines we can ensure that

hydrogen and PtX become the next Danish export success 



Thank you for your attention!
www.brintbranchen.dk


